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Abstract: We perform a detailed study of the Yangian symmetry of smooth supersym-
metric Maldacena-Wilson loops in planar N = 4 super Yang-Mills theory. This hidden
symmetry extends the global superconformal symmetry present for these observables. A
gauge-covariant action of the Yangian generators on the Wilson line is established that
generalizes previous constructions built upon path variations. Employing these generators
the Yangian symmetry is proven for general paths in non-chiral N = 4 superspace at the
rst perturbative order. The bi-local piece of the level-one generators requires the use of a
regulator due to divergences in the coincidence limit. We perform regularization by point
splitting in detail, thereby constructing additional local and boundary contributions as
regularization for all level-one Yangian generators. Moreover, the Yangian algebra at level
one is checked and compatibility with local kappa-symmetry is established. Finally, the
consistency of the Yangian symmetry is shown to depend on two properties: the vanishing
of the dual Coxeter number of the underlying superconformal algebra and the existence
of a novel superspace \G-identity" for the gauge eld theory. This tightly constrains the
conformal gauge theories to which integrability can possibly apply.
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The maximally supersymmetric gauge eld theory in four dimensions [1, 2] | N = 4 super
Yang-Mills (SYM) | with SU(N) gauge group has become something like the drosophila
of gauge eld theories. This is due to its remarkable symmetry structure and the observed
integrability [3] in the planar limit of the theory. Integrability arises in particular in the
spectral problem of scaling dimensions of local gauge-invariant operators [4, 5] and (tree-
level) scattering amplitudes [6]. Wilson loop operators [7] constitute another prominent
class of gauge-invariant observables for quantum gauge eld theories. In ordinary gauge
theories, they serve as order parameters for connement. For conformal and thus non-
conning N = 4 SYM, they are of relevance because they may, in principle, provide an
ideal testing ground for integrability. According to the AdS/CFT correspondence [8] the
N = 4 SYM model is dual to the type IIB superstring on an AdS5  S5 space-time
background. Within this setting there is a natural Wilson loop for N = 4 SYM that
extends the standard denition, where one integrates the gauge eld A along a closed
path in R1;3. The presence of six real adjoint scalar elds in the theory allows for a




















= 1 : (1.1)
From a ten-dimensional perspective the coupling to the loop ~C is such that the path is
light-like: _x2   (ni)2 _x2 = 0 (using mostly minus signature). This so-called Maldacena-
Wilson loop operator is UV-nite and invariant under conformal transformations. Its dual
description at strong coupling is given by a minimal (bosonic) string surface in AdS5  S5
space ending on the boundary at the curve ~C.
However, it is clear that the operator W is merely the leading component of a super-
symmetric object generalizing the path ~C into superspace. This is necessary in order to
have a Wilson loop which respects the ordinary Q and conformal S supersymmetries of
N = 4 SYM. Such a super Maldacena-Wilson loop was rst considered in [11] and further
studied in [12]. The complete denition and a detailed study of its local symmetries was



























where ~Z = fx; ; ; qg denes a path in a non-chiral N = 4 superspace extended by coordi-
nates qi on an auxiliary space R6. The combination p = _x +  _   _ is a covariant
generalization of _x, and the constraint qiqi = pp restricts the path on the internal space
to a sphere S5  R6 in analogy to (ni)2 = 1. Furthermore, Acov , Acova , Acov a _ and i
are elds on superspace.1 This Wilson loop operator enjoys superconformal psu(2; 2j4) and
1Note that in our previous work [13] we did not use the superscript \cov" for the connection supereld.


















local kappa-symmetry along the path [13], the latter being a generalization of the local 1=2
BPS property of the bosonic operator (1.1). The expectation value of this operator for
closed non-self intersecting smooth paths ~Z is UV-nite at least at the leading non-trivial
order in perturbation theory.2
In [12] the integrability of the above super Maldacena-Wilson loop operator at leading
order in the Gramann coordinates  and  was demonstrated: the one-loop vacuum expec-
tation value htrWi is invariant under an innite-dimensional Yangian algebra Y [psu(2; 2j4)]
represented by variational operators acting on the path ~Z. In two-dimensional quantum
eld theory a Yangian symmetry is an expression of integrability, i.e. its Casimir operators
imply the existence of an innite number of conserved local charges which constrain the
dynamics substantially.
Recently, the question of Yangian symmetry of the super Maldacena-Wilson loop has
been investigated also at strong coupling. Already in the initial paper [12] the level-one
Yangian symmetry of the bosonic string minimal surface problem was shown. This was
generalized to the full Green-Schwarz superstring minimal surface problem in [14], where
the full Y [psu(2; 2j4)] Yangian symmetry could be established and the general solution to
the equations of motion ending on the boundary path ~Z was found in the vicinity of the
boundary. In [15] the extension of this algebra to the level-one hypercharge bonus Yangian
symmetry was determined, mirroring the structure observed for scattering amplitudes [16].
In this work we complete the analysis of smooth super Wilson loops initiated in [13]
and address the Yangian invariance of the super Maldacena-Wilson loop (1.2). In fact there
have been previous integrability studies of bosonic Wilson loops in refs. [17{22]. However,
these references studied only contours which were piecewise light-like, _x2 = 0, for which the
coupling to the scalars in (1.1) disappears. These light-like polygonal-shaped Wilson loops
are dual to maximally-helicity-violating scattering amplitudes in N = 4 SYM [23{25]. In
order to achieve superconformal symmetry for light-like polygonal Wilson loops and to pro-
vide a dual to next-to-maximally helicity violating scattering amplitudes, supersymmetric
Wilson loops have been considered in chiral [26, 27] and in full non-chiral [28, 29] N = 4
superspace.
However, such Wilson loops suer from UV-divergences arising through the light-like
polygonal contours and their cusps [30]. They parallel the IR-divergences of the massless
scattering amplitudes. The standard and very convenient procedure to deal with these
divergences is dimensional reduction. Other regularization schemes one may choose for
Wilson loops are framing and boxing. The rst prevents the divergences by forcing the
propagators to end on dierent contours, while the second denes a nite ratio of Wilson
loops [17]. Further regularizations for scattering amplitudes are mass regularization, pro-
posed in ref. [31] and spectral regularization proposed in ref. [32], but they do not appear to
have a simple correspondent for Wilson loops. Unfortunately, so far no regulator is known
that preserves all the superconformal and Yangian symmetries of the tree-level amplitudes.
In contrast, for the smooth non-null Wilson loops of (1.2) discussed in [11{13], we expect
2In principle our analysis may be extended to more general UV-divergent cases, see the conclusions for

















the superconformal and non-local Yangian symmetry to be non-anomalous as the correla-
tor is nite for smooth paths. We therefore consider them highly natural observables to
study within the context of AdS/CFT integrability.
Our paper is organized as follows. In section 2 the action of the superconformal
and level-one Yangian generators on the Wilson line operator is constructed. The level-one
generators contain a local and a bi-local piece, where the latter is given by the path-ordered
product of two level-zero generators. It is shown that gauge covariance necessitates the
departure from a variational derivative representation of the level-zero generators acting on
the coordinates of the path to a gauge-covariant representation which acts on the elds and
is importantly augmented by a compensating gauge transformation. Moreover, we show
that the cyclicity of the Wilson loop is compatible with the level-one Yangian generators
provided that the dual Coxeter number of the level-zero algebra vanishes (which it does for
psu(2; 2j4)) and a novel so-called G-identity holds for a particular contraction of the eld
strength two-form with the conformal Killing vectors. In section 3 the level-one Yangian
algebra for our gauge-covariant generators is established and the compatibility with kappa-
symmetry is proven. In section 4 we start out with a brief review of the superspace
formalism and the results for the two-point functions of our previous work [13]. Then the
representation of the superconformal algebra in our N = 4 non-chiral extended superspace
fx; ; ; qg is given and the above mentioned G-identity is proven. We show in section 5 the
Yangian invariance of the vacuum expectation value of an arbitrary smooth super Wilson
loop at rst perturbative order to all orders in anti-commuting variables. In order to do
so it is mandatory to regulate the bi-local part via point splitting in the coincidence limit.
This procedure induces the form of the local part of the level-one generators which we
construct for all algebra elements. Finally, in section 6 we conclude.
2 Yangian action on Wilson lines
In the following we discuss the action of Yangian generators on Wilson line operators in the
classical theory. We will take a generic gauge theory rather than N = 4 super Yang-Mills
as the starting point for two reasons: on the one hand, it will streamline the discussion,
and let us focus on the features of the Yangian algebra. On the other hand, it allows us to
see more clearly which of the many exceptional features of N = 4 super Yang-Mills theory
are responsible for its integrability.
The Wilson line is dened by
W = P exp
Z

A; dW =WA(1) A(0)W; (2.1)
where  :  7! X() is an (open) path between  = 0 and  = 1 (for concreteness) and A is
the gauge connection one-form (pulled back to the path). We consider a general spacetime
with coordinates XA on which a conformal algebra can act. The gauge connection can be
expanded as A = dXAAA in terms of the at vielbein dXA. For the sake of simplicity
we shall assume the coordinates to be bosonic throughout this section in order to avoid a
proliferation of sign factors. The latter can be reinstated for a graded spacetime according

















2.1 Conformal action on the Wilson line
We start by dening the action of the conformal generators, which constitute the zeroth
level of the Yangian algebra, on the Wilson line. In fact, there are several options for their
denition which, ultimately, dier in boundary contributions. Unfortunately, such bound-
ary terms easily spoil Yangian symmetry, by a nite or even an innite amount. Therefore,
a precise denition of the action of the conformal and Yangian generators is crucial.
Action on the path. A nite element G of the conformal group acts on the Wilson loop
by transforming the path
GW =WG : (2.2)
For the conformal algebra we consider an innitesimal group element G = 1 + J +O(2)
with an algebra generator J and the expansion parameter . Supposing that the generator
J acts on the path X() by the variational operator J we can write the action as
J =
Z




With abuse of notation, JXA(X) denotes the innitesimal conformal displacement of the
point XA. In the conformal action J() the latter is evaluated on the path X(). This
denition and an analogous one for the Yangian algebra was used in [12] to discuss Yangian
invariance of smooth Wilson loops.
Next we act with this generator on a Wilson line. The generator J() acts on the
gauge connection A() via the path element dXA = d @XA as well as the evaluation
point X of the gauge eld AA(X)
J()A() = d JXA()  AA()@(   ) + @XB()@AAB()(   ) : (2.4)
It yields the derivative of a delta-function which should be integrated by parts. This leads
to boundary terms which will turn out to be troublesome, in particular for the Yangian
action. To understand this problem better, let us consider the integral of such a term over





(    )  (   +)

(    )  (   +)

@(   ) f(; ): (2.5)
Here we have implemented the boundaries of the integration domains by means of the unit
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In the last line we have assumed that  ;   < +; +. The nal result implies that the
above action JW on the Wilson line is ambiguous because, naively, the integration domains
for J() and A() should coincide. Equating  =  leads to the ill-dened value (0)
at both integration boundaries. While this problem might be avoidable for conformal
transformations of closed Wilson loops, it unfortunately does aect the Yangian action. In
fact, these problems are reminiscent of or even related to the ambiguities in dening the
Yangian algebra in a relativistic non-linear sigma model identied in [33].
In our case, one might be able to resolve the ambiguity, and thus cure the above
problems by specifying more precisely how to treat the endpoints. Nevertheless, we will
refrain from using this framework and instead use operator insertions to represent conformal
and Yangian transformations.




dW[0; ] (JA)()W[;1] =W[JA]: (2.8)
Here, JA is the action of the global conformal generator J on the one-form eld A, see
below. The conformal variation JW of a Wilson line W is thus a Wilson line W[Q] with








  JXB @BAA   @A  JXBAB 
AA(X) : (2.10)
Eectively, it acts by transforming the argument XB as well as the index A




Its action JA equals minus3 the action of the derivative operator (conformal Killing vector)
J = JXA@A on the one-form eld A (by means of the Lie derivative)








The conformal algebra is expressed in terms of the structure constants [J; J] = f J
.
By construction the conformal action on the eld satises the same algebra
[J; J] = f J: (2.13)
3The minus sign in the denition is required to match the Lie algebra of eld operators J (which act on
the eld variables) with the algebra of derivative operators J (which act on coordinates). Note that this

















Comparison. Let us compare the two above denitions of the conformal action. To
compute the action on the former, we continue at (2.4), use translation invariance of























=  W [JA] =  JW: (2.14)
We thus obtain the equivalence to the action on elds,4 modulo boundary terms which
have been discussed above following (2.5).
2.2 Gauge covariance
The above form of the conformal action makes direct reference to the gauge potential A
which is not gauge-covariant by itself. This will later lead to problems in the denition of
the Yangian action. Let us therefore consider the gauge transformations in detail.
Gauge transformation. An innitesimal gauge transformation U = 1++O(2) acts
by the operator G[] on the gauge eld A as
G[]A := D = d + [A;]: (2.15)
For a plain Wilson line we therefore obtain an insertion of the total covariant derivative
which can be integrated and leads to two boundary terms
G[]W =W[D] =  (0)W +W(1): (2.16)
This is in agreement with the nite gauge transformation of a Wilson line. Consequently,
a closed Wilson loop is a gauge-invariant quantity
G[] trW = tr[W;] = 0: (2.17)
Next, let us consider a Wilson line W[Q] with some insertion Q. The gauge transfor-
mation can hit a gauge eld of the Wilson line which may be to the left or to the right of
the insertion, or it can hit the insertion itself. We thus obtain three terms
G[]W[Q] =W[D;Q] +WG[]Q+W[Q;D]: (2.18)
4The minus sign in (2.14) is equivalent to the one in (2.11) discussed in footnote 3. Converting J to J























W[0; ]Q()W[; 0]Q0( 0)W[ 0;1]: (2.19)
The above terms can be integrated to the expression
G[]W[Q] =  (0)W[Q] +W[Q] +WG[]Q W [Q] +W[Q](1)
=  (0)W[Q] +W[Q](1) +WG[]Q  [Q;]: (2.20)
In particular, the last term drops out if the insertion is gauge-covariant, G[]Q = [Q;].
In that case, the Wilson line with insertion transforms according to the same rule as the
Wilson line without insertion (2.16); moreover the Wilson loop with insertion is gauge-
invariant.
Conformal transformation. Now the conformal action makes use of insertions of the
kind JA. The latter is not a gauge-covariant insertion; instead it transforms as
G[](JA) = [JA;] D(J): (2.21)
One therefore obtains two extra boundary terms in the gauge transformation of the con-
formal transformation of the Wilson line:
G[]W[JA] =  (0)W[JA] +W[JA](1) + (J)(0)W  W(J)(1): (2.22)
The additional boundary terms are interpreted as follows: under a gauge transformation,
the Wilson line changes by the gauge parameter eld  evaluated at its two ends. Under
a conformal transformation, the gauge parameter eld eectively changes by J.5 All the
boundary terms conveniently cancel for a closed Wilson loop
G[] trW[JA] = trW[JA];  tr[W; J] = 0: (2.23)
Consequently, the conformal transformation of a gauge-invariant Wilson loop is still gauge-
invariant.
Compensating gauge transformation. The extra terms in (2.22) can be avoided by
supplementing each conformal transformation J by a compensating gauge transformation.
In the case of gauge-invariant observables, such an additional gauge transformation will
not make a dierence. We choose a gauge transformation parametrized by the eld
J = JX
AAA: (2.24)
This is just the natural shift of gauge for a shift of coordinates XA by JXA. Noting that
J depends on the gauge potential, this eld changes under an additional gauge transfor-
mation  by
G[]J = JXADA; (2.25)
which by itself almost cancels the additional terms in (2.22).


















We thus introduce the generator G[JXAAA] of compensating gauge transformations




AA = DA  JXBAB : (2.26)





AA =  JXB@BAA   @A  JXB AB +DA  JXBAB
=  JXB@BAA + JXB@AAB + JXB
AA;AB
=  JXBFBA: (2.27)
Here FAB = @AAB @BAA+ [AA;AB] is the gauge eld strength associated to A, and it is
manifestly gauge-covariant. The violation of gauge covariance of JA is fully compensated
by the gauge transformation G[JXAAA]A.
2.3 Gauge-covariant conformal action






On covariant elds it acts as (minus) the gauge-covariant conformal transformation J :=
JXADA. On the gauge eld itself (which is not a covariant eld) it also produces a gauge-
covariant combination, namely the eld strength
JAA = JXBFAB: (2.29)
Action on the Wilson line. The gauge-covariant conformal transformation thus acts
on a Wilson line by the insertion of a gauge eld strength
JW =W[JA] =W
 JXAdXBFAB : (2.30)
This form is to be compared to the straight conformal transformation JW := W[JA]
in (2.8). The dierence between the two prescriptions is a gauge transformation which acts
as the insertion of a total covariant derivative operator into the Wilson line
JW   JW = G

JXAAA
W =W D  JXAAA =  (JXAAA)(0)W +W  JXAAA(1):
(2.31)
The dierence thus has a simple structure. In particular, this shows that the two conformal
actions on closed Wilson loops are equal
J trW = J trW; (2.32)
which was to be expected because the closed Wilson loop is gauge-invariant. For the
purpose of conformal transformations it therefore does not matter which of the two actions
J in (2.8) vs. J in (2.30) is chosen. However, their local actions are dierent, and this
dierence is very important for the Yangian action to be discussed below.
In fact, it turns out that in concrete calculations, the action of J leads to much more
convenient expressions and far fewer boundary terms to be considered than J. Conversely,
the action of J has the benet of maintaining gauge covariance. The latter will prove to

















Gauge-covariant algebra. Let us consider the algebra of the gauge-covariant confor-
mal actions. When making one of the generators in (2.13) gauge-covariant we obtain the
following mixed algebra
[J; J] = f J : (2.33)
It is straight-forward to verify this relation by acting on the fundamental eld A. For
the algebra of gauge-covariant actions there is, however, an additional term on the right
hand side
[J; J]A = f JA DG; (2.34)
with
G = JXA JXB FAB: (2.35)
The rst term represents the conformal algebra, the second term is a gauge transformation
with gauge parameter  G
[J; J] = f J  G[G]: (2.36)
In fact, this result is not surprising because our action is a combination of a conformal
and a gauge transformation. The algebra thus closes onto a conformal transformation and
a gauge transformation. On gauge-invariant objects, the algebra reduces to the conformal
algebra.
Furthermore, the appearance of gauge transformations in the algebra of spacetime
transformations is a standard feature of gauge theories with extended supersymmetry.
For instance, in components there is the well-known algebra relation among the chiral
supercharges
fQ;QgA  D: (2.37)
The resulting term can be interpreted as a gauge transformation of A by  (both of which
are top components of the superspace elds A and G, respectively). Therefore it is very
natural to use the composite conformal action J instead of the plain one J.
Comparison. Let us nally compare the gauge-covariant action to the action on the
path. The derivation is analogous to (2.14) except that we now perform the integration by




 AA()@(   ) + @XB()@AAB()(   )W[;1]
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Z









(ABAA + @BAA  AAAB)  @AAB
W[;1]
=W JXA@XBFAB =  W [JA] =  JW: (2.38)
The dierence w.r.t. (2.14) arises due to the dierent boundary terms that were discarded.
This illustrates once again that the conformal action on the path J dened in (2.3) has to

















2.4 Yangian action on the Wilson line
Next we introduce the action of the Yangian level-one generators bJ.
Naive action. In the framework of quantum algebra, the action of the level-one generatorbJ on tensor product objects is dened by the coproduct

bJ = bJ 
 1 + 1
 bJ + fJ 
 J: (2.39)
Wilson line objects can be viewed as continuous tensor products of innitesimal line ele-
ments. In terms of the action on the paths this action can be phrased as
bJ = Z d bJ() + Z
< 0
d d 0 f J() J( 0) ; (2.40)
dropping the co-product symbol  on the continuous tensor product along the Wilson line.
As emphasized above, this denition is subtle w.r.t. to boundary terms which will play an
important role. In particular, there is now a new boundary of the integration domain at
coincident insertion points  =  0, where UV-singularities can arise. We therefore prefer to
use the language of operator insertions, see section 2.1, in which the Yangian action reads
bJW =W[bJA] + fWJA; JA: (2.41)
The former term is a local action bJA of the level-one operator which we shall discard for
the time being because we do not yet know its form. However, the second term (to be
denoted as bJbiW) is an ordered bi-local insertion of local operators (2.19) combined with
the structure constants f  of the conformal algebra. The second term of the Yangian
action therefore is fully determined in terms of the conformal action.
As we have seen above, there are two alternative denitions J and J for the local
conformal action. In contradistinction to conformal transformations, the level-one action
crucially depends on this choice.
As an aside, we would like to emphasize that the level-one action on the Wilson line
is not a plain Wilson line, but a Wilson line with two operator insertions. As such it is
in a dierent class of observables, potentially with a dierent divergence structure. The
level-one action can be viewed as the second-order variational operator (2.40) on path space
which cannot be decomposed into two consecutive rst-order variations.
Gauge transformations. Let us apply a gauge transformation G[] to the bi-local
contribution of the above level-one action
G[]bJbiW = fG[]WJA; JA
=  (0)bJbiW + bJbiW(1)
+ fW
D(J); JA+ fWJA;D(J)
=  (0)bJbiW + bJbiW(1)
+ fW

J JA  JA J

















Beyond the usual terms, we nd extra local terms as well as terms which involve simulta-
neous insertions in the bulk and at the boundary. Unfortunately, these terms do not cancel
for a closed Wilson loop
G[] tr
bJbiW = f trWfJ; JAg  2f tr JW[JA]: (2.43)
Here we have used the anti-symmetry of the gauge algebra structure constants f, which
produce anti-commutators instead of commutators. This result shows that the above def-
inition of the Yangian action does not respect gauge symmetry. One might hope that
additional terms in the denition of the level-one action could repair gauge invariance.
It is conceivable that a suitable denition of the omitted local term in (2.41) will cancel
the local contribution in (2.43). However, there is no obvious resolution for the second
bulk-boundary term in (2.43).
Therefore, it is evident that the denition (2.41) does not respect gauge symmetry. It
maps a gauge-invariant object trW to something which is not gauge-invariant and which
consequently cannot serve as an observable in a gauge theory.
Gauge-covariant action. Here is where the alternative form of the local conformal
action J dened in (2.28) comes into play. Omitting the local term, we may as well dene
the Yangian level-one action as






This expression is gauge-covariant by construction. We therefore have
G[] tr
bJ;biW = 0: (2.45)
Note that the dierence between the two denitions can be written in terms of local and
bulk-boundary terms. These are precisely the ones to repair gauge covariance.
2.5 Local terms and renormalization
So far we have ignored a potential local term in the level-one action
bJW =W[bJA] + fWJA; JA: (2.46)
A local term may become important in case the two insertions generate additional UV-
divergences which are not present in the original Wilson line and which need to be renor-
malized. One can see this as follows: suppose we impose a point splitting regularization





















This expression is clearly less susceptible to UV-divergences because the two insertions are










W[0; ]Q()W[;+]Q0( + )W[+;1]
=W[R"] (2.48)




Q()W[;+]Q0( + )W[+; ]: (2.49)
For suciently small " this term is almost local, i.e. the operator product expansion allows
to expand it in terms of local operators. Then it has the same form as the local term in
the level-one action. We can thus write the renormalized level-one action as
bJW =W[(bJA)"] + fWJA; JA": (2.50)
Here the local term lls the gap in the regularization of the bi-local term. Proper renormal-
ization requires that both terms are nite at nite ", and that their sum does not depend
on ". Therefore the local term must depend on " and most likely be divergent in the limit
"! 0. The latter issue is of no concern because the sum of the two terms is independent
of " by construction and thus nite.
2.6 Superspace and scalar couplings
The above construction was based on slightly simplied assumptions. Let us now discuss
how to generalize our results to extended superspace and to scalar couplings.
Graded coordinates. The generalization to superspace consists of two steps. One step
is to introduce graded coordinates. The above discussion did not make any assumptions
on the set of coordinates XA to be used. There is nothing that prevents us from referring
to the N = 4 superspace coordinates x; ;  collectively by X
XA =

x _ ; a ;  _b

: (2.51)
The grading of superspace requires the introduction of various signs in the above. This
can be done according to a regular scheme.6 We refrain from performing this step because
it merely clutters the expressions without adding to the understanding. In the concrete
one-loop calculations using the individual superspace coordinates in subsequent sections,
we will however make the signs explicit.
6Alternatively, the plain summation convention could be rened to introduce the signs automatically.
For example, FAB:::CA :=
P
A( 1)jAjjBj+:::+jAjjCjFAB:::CA as well as for the opposite ordering of indices
FAB:::CA :=
P

















Superspace torsion. The second step is to introduce torsion. This is normally done
through superspace covariant derivatives D. We can write them collectively as
DA = @A + T CABX
B@C : (2.52)
Here T CAB is the superspace torsion tensor. It is (graded) anti-symmetric in the lower
indices. Furthermore, it is non-zero only if the upper index is bosonic and the lower indices
are both fermionic. Typically, it is proportional to a gamma-matrix for spacetime times
the identity matrix for internal directions. It follows immediately that the contraction of
two torsion tensors vanishes
TABCT
E
AD = 0: (2.53)
There is a corresponding superspace translation-invariant vielbein
EA = dXA + TABCXBdXC : (2.54)
It satises the identity dEA = TABCEB ^ EC . The covariant derivative and vielbein together
make up the exterior derivative
d = EADA = dXA@A: (2.55)
The main eect of torsion to the above construction lies in the interpretation of the
components AA of the gauge connection and the components FAB of the eld strength. In
superspace they are normally expanded in terms of the vielbein E instead
A = EAAcovA ; F =
1
2
EA ^ EBFcovAB : (2.56)
In particular, many of the components FcovAB are forced to zero by constraints of the super-
space gauge theory, which will be discussed in section 4 in more details. However, one is
free to expand in terms of the trivial vielbein dX
A = dXAAA; F = 1
2
dXA ^ dXBFAB: (2.57)
Note that the relationship F = dA+A^A between the gauge connection and eld strength
is the same in both cases. Only the expansion into components leads to dierent forms.
Our construction above made use of these plain components AA and FAB. Therefore,
all it takes to generalize the construction to a space with torsion is to translate between
the bases
AA = AcovA   T CABXBAcovC ;
FAB = FcovAB   TDACXCFcovDB   TFBEXEFcovAF + TDACXCTFBEXEFcovDF : (2.58)









 EBFcovAB ; (2.59)
where


















Note that both forms are equivalent. Therefore one can eectively perform the following
replacement in the above relations
AA ! AcovA ; dXA ! EA;
FAB ! FcovAB ; JXA ! JcovXA: (2.61)
The replacement makes torsion more evident, but it does not change the content of the
relations.
Scalar couplings. The Maldacena-Wilson line combines an ordinary Wilson line with
couplings to the scalar elds. We can write this as




where A is the ordinary gauge connection and () is a one-form  = YMM composed
from the scalar elds M(X()) and a coecient one-form YM() describing the path in
an internal space corresponding to the scalar elds; we shall call it the scalar connection.
Let us collect some relevant identities for the scalar connection: rst of all,  is gauge-
covariant
G[] = [;]: (2.63)
Conformal transformations should now also include the index of the scalar eld
JM :=  (JXA)@AM   JMNN ;
JM :=  (JXA)DAM   JMNN : (2.64)
Here, the matrix JMN mainly represents the internal rotation symmetry which does not
act on X. Note that the matrix must depend on X in order for the supersymmetries
and boosts to close properly. As for the gauge eld, the conformal action is dened as
though the conformal transformation acts on the path. Here the path includes the scalar
components Y , and the above transformation matrix can be dened via JYM =: Y N JNM.




DA   JYMM =    JcovXADcovA    JYMM: (2.65)
Note that in this expression, DcovA is assumed to be both gauge and superspace covariant.
Finally, the inclusion of a scalar into the Wilson loop changes the relationship (2.15)
between total derivatives and boundary terms. Namely, the coupling to the scalar needs
to be taken into account:
WD + [;] =  (0)W +W(1): (2.66)
This expression conrms the rule that it is usually sucient to introduce the scalar con-
nection everywhere by the replacement (even within covariant derivatives)
A ! A+ : (2.67)
For the remainder of this section and the following one, we shall largely disregard the



















An important question to answer is whether the level-one action is consistent with the
underlying gauge theory. This mainly concerns the question whether the level-one action
on two equivalent objects yields two equivalent results. One aspect is the cyclicity of a trace
which is not manifestly respected by the level-one action. The other aspect, to be treated
elsewhere, is that the superspace formulation requires constraints, see section 4.1, hence
two objects are equivalent if they dier by terms which vanish on the constraint surface.
Note that equivalences in eld theory are often related to symmetries. For instance, the
Noether currents and charges due to global symmetries are conserved on shell; conservation
is the statement that the divergence of the current is equivalent to zero. Above, however,
we did not formulate the conformal symmetries in terms of Noether charges, but rather
in terms of their action on the path or on the elds. In this formulation the symmetry
is not an equivalence because it relates classically inequivalent objects (whose quantum
expectation values agree). The two formulations of symmetries merely become related in
the quantum theory. In order to deal with our formulation of conformal symmetry we
should consider the algebra with the level-one action. This will be the subject of section 3.
Cyclicity. An important feature for closed Wilson loops is cyclicity. The following argu-
ment towards cyclicity is analogous to the one used in [6] with some additions concerning
gauge symmetry.
Let us compare the level-one action with two distinct reference points 0 and  on a
closed Wilson loop
bJ trW = bJ trW[;1+ ]   bJ trW[0;1]












 trW[0; ]JW[;1]   f  trW[0; ]W[;1][DG]: (2.68)
Here we evaluate the Yangian actions and write the dierence as a product of two conformal
generators acting on a part of the Wilson loop. We then pull out the generator J and
let it act on everything. The compensating term can be simplied using the conformal
algebra (2.34). The result is clearly not zero, so the reference point matters in general.
However, all three residual terms have special properties. The rst term is a conformal
variation of a gauge-invariant object. Therefore, it vanishes within an expectation value.
The second term contains the combination
f f

  h; (2.69)
where h is the dual Coxeter number of the conformal algebra. For the N = 4 super-
conformal algebra psu(2; 2j4) this number is zero, h = 0. The nal term contains the
combination

















This combination is zero for N = 4 super Yang-Mills theory as will be shown below in
section 4.4. Therefore the Yangian level-one action respects cyclicity of the trace.
Gauge covariance. A closely related issue is gauge covariance. We have already seen
that the level-one action bJ on a gauge-covariant object is again gauge-covariant, see (2.44).
How about the level-one action on the gauge variation of some object 	, i.e. bJG[]	?
To evaluate this expression, we need to recall the coproduct rule (2.39). When acting
with the level-one action bJ on a product of two gauge-covariant objects  and 	 (their
order being determined by the ow of gauge indices) we have to use the non-trivial color-
ordered rule bJ(	) := bJ 	 + bJ	 + fJ J	: (2.71)
We stress that this action of the level-one generator understands the tensor product ordering
to be encoded in the color ordering of the elds  and 	 in their matrix product. It departs
from the ordering along the path appearing in the Wilson line as dened in (2.40), but is
equivalent to it. The color-ordered rule above is also consistent with the action of level-one
Yangian generators on color-ordered scattering amplitudes [6]. From these perspectives
we therefore consider the rule (2.71) as the natural one, which might nd applications in
N = 4 SYM beyond scattering amplitudes and Wilson loops.
Using (2.71) we then nd
bJG[]	 = bJ(	  	)
= [bJ	;] + [	;bJ] + ffJ	; Jg
= G[]bJ	 +G[bJ]	 + fJf	; Jg   f	; fJJg: (2.72)
The result is a combination of two gauge transformations, a conformal action (note that
the level-one action has turned a commutator into an anti-commutator by means of the












fG[G] ' 0: (2.73)
We hence nd the commutatorbJ;G[]	 = G[bJ]	 + fJf	; Jg : (2.74)
So the Yangian and gauge transformations close into a gauge transformation and a peculiar
conformal action term. In certain circumstances, e.g. inserted into correlation functions,
the latter term may vanish.
3 Yangian algebra
Above we have argued that the Yangian generators should be formulated in terms of gauge-
covariant conformal transformations. These have an impact on the algebra, and we need

















3.1 Mixed level-one algebra
In a Yangian algebra, the level-one generators transform in the adjoint representation of
the conformal algebra [J;bJ] = f bJ. To maintain gauge-covariance we are forced to
represent bJ by the gauge-covariant level-one action bJ. For J there is, however, a choice
between the plain J and the gauge-covariant J.
As there are no additional terms in the mixed algebra (2.33) it is most convenient to
consider J rst. When acting on the Wilson line with the (known) bi-local part of the
level-one generator we can conrm the adjoint property
J;bJ;biW = f bJ;biW: (3.1)
Let us briey illustrate this calculation step by step. The rst contribution to the commu-
tator reads
JbJ;biW = fJW[JA; JA]
= f
 W[JA; JA; JA] +W[JA; JA; JA] +W[JA; JA; JA]
+ f
 W[JJA; JA] +W[JA; JJA]: (3.2)
For the other contribution we need to take into account the coproduct rule (2.71). By
iteration of the rule we nd 6 terms for 3 objects. Dropping the action of bJ on a single
eld we obtain the other contribution to the commutator
bJ;biJW = bJ;biW[JA]
= f
 W[JA; JA; JA] +W[JA; JA; JA] +W[JA; JA; JA]
+ f
 W[JA; JJA] +W[JJA; JA]: (3.3)
The terms on the rst line are equal for both contributions and cancel immediately. Using
the mixed algebra relation (2.33) and the Jacobi identities of the structure constants the
commutator of the terms of the second line combine

















= f bJ;biW: (3.4)
Gladly, all violations of gauge covariance have canceled out in the commutator.
3.2 Gauge-covariant level-one algebra
Next we want to investigate the corresponding algebra of purely gauge-covariant actions.
By construction, the dierence to the above mixed algebra is a commutator of a gauge
transformation with a gauge-covariant level-one generator. Therefore, one may expect the
result to be the same up to a gauge transformation. However, the derivation requires
more eort, involves some subtleties and also relies on a special feature of N = 4 super

















First we shall consider the algebra on a single gauge connection A. This appears trivial
at rst sight, but a subtlety resolves an issue at a dierent place. We assume that the action
of bJ on A is trivial7 bJA = 0; (3.5)
this is consistent with considering just the bi-local action on the Wilson line. The commu-
tator then reads 
J;bJAA =  bJJAA = JXB bJFBA: (3.6)
Here it is tempting to discard the term bJF because F consists of A only on which the
action is trivial. However, thanks to the coproduct rule (2.71), the action on the eld
strength is non-trivial because the latter is a non-linear combination of gauge potentials






For the above algebra on the gauge connection this implies
J;bJAA = JXB fJAB; JAA	 = fG; JAA	: (3.8)
As it stands, the result does not agree with the expected algebra. Nevertheless, we can
rearrange the terms by extending the remaining conformal action over the whole term and
then correct for the discrepancy
J;bJAA = fJG;AA	  fJG;AA	: (3.9)
The rst term is acceptable because it is a conformal action on some composite object.
Within quantum correlation functions of a conformal theory, this term does not contribute.8
Furthermore, the term could be represented as the action of some additional generator on
A. The second term we can transform further using the conformal algebra












XADAG ' 0: (3.10)
As we have argued in the discussion on cyclicity in section 2.7, the resulting two terms
vanish for N = 4 super Yang-Mills theory. Thus we can write the algebra on A as
[J;bJ]AA ' fJfG;AAg: (3.11)
One can show that the above algebra acting on some eld 	 then takes the form
J;bJ	 = f bJ	 + fJG;		  fJG;		: (3.12)
7In fact, there may be terms non-linear in the elds [34]; these are not relevant for the Wilson loop
expectation value at one loop and therefore we shall ignore them here.
8In fact, this statement would require the objects to be gauge-invariant which clearly does not apply
here. However, once embedded into a gauge-invariant observable, the statement becomes true. See below

















This result in fact follows from the algebra of the level-one action with a plain conformal
action (3.1) and with a conformal compensating gauge transformation (2.72). We can also
show that it is consistent with the coproduct rule (2.71) in the sense
J;bJ(	) = f bJ(	) + fJG;		  fJG;		: (3.13)
Let us nally address the algebra acting on the Wilson line. One nds the analogous
result
J;bJW = f bJW +W[J;bJ]A  fW[JA;DG]  fW[DG; JA]: (3.14)
The rst term is just as expected. The second term is the local action on a single gauge
connection and the remaining ones are due to the compensating gauge transformations. The
total derivatives can be integrated yielding two local terms and two bulk-boundary terms.
The former are precisely canceled by the algebra acting on the gauge connection (3.8). We
are left with 
J;bJW = f bJW + f W[JA]G(1) + G(0)W[JA]; (3.15)
where we can pull the remaining conformal actions over the whole expression at the expense
of a term which is zero in N = 4 super Yang-Mills theory
J;bJW ' f bJW + fJ WG(1) + G(0)W: (3.16)
This shows that the gauge-covariant level-one algebra closes, but only on-shell in N = 4
super Yang-Mills theory.
Furthermore, the closure only holds within quantum expectation values

J;bJ trW ' f 
bJ trW; (3.17)






 WG(1) + G(0)W = 0: (3.18)
One should mention that the presence of some other operator O besides the Wilson loop
trW is expected to spoil the Yangian algebra. This is because the insertion of O into
the latter term yields a non-vanishing contribution hOJHi 6= 0. However, it is also
not surprising because we can only expect Yangian symmetry for objects with the planar
topology of a disk. The planar Wilson loop has this topology, but any additional object
will lead to a non-trivial topology without Yangian symmetry.
Finally, let us emphasize that consistency of the Yangian algebra requires the Serre
relations to hold. These are combinatorially elaborate cubic relations among the Yangian
generators. They have been shown to hold for the linear representation [35], which is an
evaluation representation of the Yangian. The non-linear terms in the gauge-covariant
action, however, very much complicate the derivation and actually might require the intro-
duction of additional terms. We refrain from attempting to verify the Serre relations, and


















Wilson loops with scalar coupling which are null in a ten-dimensional sense enjoy eight ad-
ditional translational symmetries in superspace which is closely related to kappa-symmetry
of string theory [13].
Denition. We can formulate this kappa-symmetry as an action  on the elds in close
analogy to the action J of conformal symmetry (2.29) as follows9
AA := XB FAB; (3.19)
where X() is the displacement at the point  on the Wilson line. The action on the
Wilson line then reads
W =W[A]: (3.20)
The condition for kappa-symmetry is that the action annihilates the gauge connection
A = dXA XB FAB = 0: (3.21)
There are two ways to meet this condition. Either XA  _XB in which case the symmetry
is reparametrization invariance. Or if _X is null and XA  ~TABC KB _XC see section 2.3 of
our paper [13] for details.





FAB  DA  JXB XC FBC ; (3.22)
which is straight-forward to derive. Now the rst term turns out to be another kappa-
symmetry transformation because the condition (3.21) for kappa-symmetry is respected
by conformal transformations. The second term is a total derivative representing a gauge
transformation. The general algebra reads
[J; ] = 0  G[JXB XC FBC ]: (3.23)
Finally, let us consider the level-one Yangian action. For the action of the commutator
on a gauge connection we nd
[bJ; ]AA =  f fXB JAB; JAAg: (3.24)
This result is very reminiscent of (3.8). For a kappa-symmetric Wilson line, we obtain




D(XB JAB); JA+ f WJA;D(XB JAB)
=  f (XB JAB)(0)W

JA
  f WJA(XB JAB)(1)
'  f J
 
(XB JAB)(0)W +W(XB JAB)(1)

: (3.25)
9As before, we shall ignore the scalar couplings for reasons of simplicity. The derivation can either be

















This parallels the considerations in section 2.7. Here we have used the constraints of N = 4
SYM and arrive at a conformal transformation acting on something. Again this result is
analogous of (3.16) and vanishes within an expectation value. This shows that the Yangian
algebra respects kappa-symmetry.
4 N = 4 SYM in non-chiral superspace
In the following we collect the relevant conventions and results for non-chiral N = 4
superspace following our previous work [13]. This superspace arises from the dimensional
reduction of N = 1 superspace in ten dimensions.
4.1 Superspace geometry and elds
The non-chiral N = 4 four-dimensional superspace is parametrized by the coordinates
(x _; a;  _a). We will frequently use a matrix notation similar to the one in ref. [28].
The bosonic coordinate x _ is represented by a 2 2 matrix, while a is a 4 2 and  _a
a 2 4 matrix.
We dene x = x  2, which have the nice property of transforming in a simpler




(x+ + x );  =
1
4
(x    x+) ; (4.1)
which are preserved by the supersymmetry transformations. We work in mostly minus
signature and impose the reality conditions
xz = x; z =  =  iy; z = ; (x)z = x: (4.2)
For Gramann variables ;  we use the convention that ( )z =   zz, while for transpo-
sitions we use ( )T =   TT. There are three types of supersymmetric interval denitions
that will prove useful
x12 = x1   x2 + 221   212; (4.3)
x+ 12 = x
+
1   x 2 + 421 = x12   21212; (4.4)
x +12 = x
 
1   x+2   412 = x12 + 21212: (4.5)
The supersymmetry covariant derivatives are dened as








a _@ : (4.6)
We can furthermore dene the dual vielbeine
e := eB = dx  2d + 2d; eF = d; eF = d; (4.7)
whose dierentials are10
de = 4d d ; dd = 0 ; dd = 0: (4.8)

















Dierentials in superspace have two gradings: a form grading and a Gramann grading.
The superspace coordinates x,  and  have zero form grading while dx, d and d have
form grading one. When permuting two such expressions, we pick up a sign from the
dierential grading and another from the Gramann grading.





















e _Acov _ + daAcova + d _aAcov a _: (4.10)
This allows us to introduce the supersymmetry and gauge-covariant derivatives as
Dcov _ = @ _ +Acov _ ; Dcova = Da +Acova ; Dcova _ = Da _ +Acov a _ ; (4.11)
which satisfy the constraints
fDcova ;Dcovb g =  4ab; (4.12a)
fDcova ; Dcov b _g = 2baDcov _ ; (4.12b)
f Dcova _; Dcov b _g =  2 _ _abcdcd: (4.12c)
Here the scalar supereld ab arises whose leading component are the N = 4 SYM scalar
elds ab. The scalar eld in the constraints above arises through the dimensional reduction
where the 10d gauge eld decomposes as Acov^ (x^; ^) ! fAcov _ (x; ; );ab(x; ; )g. The
components of the eld strength arise from taking commutators or anti-commutators of
the gauge-covariant derivatives Dcov. In fact these commutators may all be expressed in
terms of gauge-covariant derivatives acting on the scalar elds, as follows
[Dcova ;Dcov _ ] =
2
3
 [ Dcov b _ ;ab]; (4.13)










Dcova ; [Dcovb ;cd]	+ 112 Dcova _; [ Dcov b _ ;ab]	: (4.15)
Let us now consider the linearized eld strength Flin = dA. Using the rules of dier-
ential calculus described above, we have
Flin = dA = 1
2
de _Acov _  
1
2
e _dAcov _   dadAcova   d _adAcov a _





































where we kept only those terms being linear in the superelds. The component containing
(dd) has coecient zero. The components containing (de) and (de) are the fermionic
superelds while the component containing (ee) is the supersymmetrization of the bosonic
eld strength F _; _ . Also note that Flin does not depend on (ddT) and (dTd) sepa-
rately, but it depends only on the combination (ddT)ab + 12
abcd(dTd)cd, as required
by the duality of the scalar elds. Finally we shall split up the linearized eld strength


























Hence we have shown that all the components of the linearized eld strength may be written





From the knowledge of the scalar-scalar two-point function, we can compute the two-point
functions of the eld strengths. We nd (see also ref. [13] for inversion formulas which can


























































































Note that in the above we have split o the color factors. In the last line we introduced
the object
































This quantity has the following symmetry properties
abcd(1; 2) = cdab(2; 1); abcd(1; 2) =  bacd(1; 2); abcd(1; 2) =  abdc(1; 2): (4.23)


















In preparation for the subsequent sections on the Yangian symmetry of super Maldacena-
Wilson loops we will now briey discuss how the superconformal algebra can be represented
on the relevant non-chiral superspace. For the generators of superconformal transforma-
tions one nds the following dierential operator expressions, see [13] for more details:
P _ =  @ _ ; (4.24a)
Qa = 
_
a@ _   @a ; (4.24b)
Qa _ = 
a@ _   @a _ ; (4.24c)
































Sa =  (x+) _a@ _ + 4ca@c + (x ) _ @a _ + 2cqad@cd   aqcd@cd ; (4.24g)
S _a =  (x ) _  _a@ _   4 _a _c @c _ + (x+) _@a   2 _bqbe@ae ; (4.24h)
K _ = 2c(x+) _@c + 2(x
 ) _ _c @c _ +
1
2




(x ) _(x ) _@ _   4c _aqad@cd + 1
2










_   2c@c   qcd@cd

: (4.24j)
Here, @cd denotes the derivative
11 with respect to the coordinate qcd which enters the super










The generators (4.24) satisfy the usual superconformal algebra relations which we will
now discuss in detail. We start by listing the commutation relations of the su(2), su(4),




_ . Under one of these rotations, the indices of any








= 2 J   J ; (4.26)




_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_J
_ ;
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 _ ; J _
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= 2ac Jb  
1
2
ab Jc : (4.28)
The commutators involving the conformal dilatation generator D are given by
D; J

= dim(J) J ; (4.29)






















with the non-vanishing dimensions
dim(P) =   dim(K) = 1 ; dim(Q) = dim( Q) =   dim(S) =   dim(S) = 1
2
: (4.30)
Finally, we need to compute the commutation relations among the translation generators
P _, the boost generators K
_ and their superpartners Qa, Q
a
_, S

































=  2abK _ : (4.33)

























b   2ab 
_
_D : (4.36)
Note that the central charge vanishes exactly as can be read o from the anti-commutators
between the generators of supertranslations and superboosts. Hence, the generators (4.24)
form a representation of the algebra psu(2; 2j4) as expected.
Finally, let us extend the superconformal algebra by the hypercharge generator B as
well as the central charge C. Together with the generators of psu(2; 2j4) these generators
span the algebra u(2; 2j4). The motivation for this extension is twofold. First, it will
enable us to discuss level-one hypercharge symmetry [16, 36], which we will do later on.
Second, the hypercharge generator will help us to simplify the computation of the level-one








_ ; C = 0 : (4.37)
While C commutes with everything, the hypercharge generator satises commutation rela-




= hyp(J) J ; (4.38)
with the non-vanishing hypercharges
hyp( Q) =   hyp(Q) = hyp(S) =   hyp(S) = 1
2
: (4.39)
As a closing comment we would like to stress again the point that all the generators
mentioned above commute with the ten-dimensional light-likeness constraint p2   q2 = 0


















In this section we want to prove an identity that plays quite an important role in our
discussion on Yangian symmetry of smooth super Wilson loops. It reads
f G ' 0 ; (4.40)
where f are the structure constants of u(2; 2j4),12 and G is (including all fermionic
signs) given by







=  i[J] i[J]F : (4.41)
Here i[J]F denotes the contraction13 of the vector eld J = JcovXADA with the eld
strength two-form. Note that in relation (4.40) we have tactically extended the underlying
algebra from psu(2; 2j4) to u(2; 2j4). The reason for this is, as explained above, that we want
to discuss the invariance of our Wilson loop under level-one hypercharge transformations.
An important point to note, however, is that once we have proven the G-identity for
u(2; 2j4) the psu(2; 2j4) version follows immediately. This becomes obvious by noting that
the index range of the summed indices in (4.40) can actually be restricted to psu(2; 2j4) as
the dierential operator corresponding to C vanishes exactly, see section 4.3.
Our strategy to prove (4.40) is the following: rst, we will show that the G-identity
holds for  corresponding to the hypercharge generator B. In the next step we will then
use the superconformal transformation properties of G to argue that (4.40) holds for any
u(2; 2j4) index . Note that for  corresponding to C the G-identity is trivial since the
structure constants vanish in this case.










  iS _biQb _F : (4.42)
In order to evaluate this expression it is useful to rst compute the contractions between





e _ = 4
















































d _a = 
b
a(x






d _a =  4 _b _a : (4.43f)
12Here and in the following we will not use dierent symbols for the structure constants of u(2; 2j4) and
psu(2; 2j4) as it will be clear from the context which structure constants are meant.
13Given a purely bosonic p-form ! = 1=r! !1:::rdx
1^: : :^dxr the interior product i[X] between ! and
the vector eld X = X@ is dened as i[X]! = 1=(r 1)!X!2:::rdx2 ^ : : :^dxr . The generalization
of this concept to forms on superspace is straightforward since the only dierence is that in superspace one

















Given these formulas we can now apply the double contraction expression of (4.42) to all
the basis two-forms appearing in the decomposition of the eld strength supereld (4.17).
Note that due to the constraints (4.12) the eld strength supereld contains only a re-
stricted set of basis two-forms. In particular, the coecient of the mixed fermionic two-
form is set to zero by (4.12b). A useful formula for computing (4.42) is i[X]i[Y ]( ^ ) =
 (i[X])(i[Y ])+(i[Y ])(i[X]), where X;Y are vector elds and ;  are one-forms (this
holds when all the quantities are Gramann even; if not, extra signs are needed). As an































= 0 : (4.44)
In a similar way one can show that the double contraction expression in (4.42) also anni-
hilates all the other basis two-forms appearing in (4.17).
Having proven the G-identity for  corresponding to B we now proceed and argue that
it actually holds for any u(2; 2j4) index . To do so, we use the following identity
JG =  JG + f G + ( 1)jjjjf G ; (4.45)
where J = JcovXADcovA and J is a composite superconformal generator of eld transfor-
mations which acts on AcovA as dened in (2.29)
JAcovA =  JcovXB FcovBA : (4.46)
Equation (4.45), simply stating that J acts on G by transforming the eld as well as the
conformal indices, can easily be proven by acting on G with J and using the Bianchi
identity as well as the superconformal commutation relation. If we contract equation (4.45)








f G = f fG : (4.48)
Now, the important thing that we need to recall is that the N = 4 SYM con-
straints (4.12) are preserved by a psu(2; 2j4) transformation. Thus, if  is xed to B
and we choose  to be equal to a psu(2; 2j4) index the left-hand side of the above equation
vanishes leaving us with
f f

 G = 0 : (4.49)
The last equation immediately allows for the conclusion that the G-identity (4.40) also
holds for  corresponding to Q, Q, S and S. Having proven the G-identity for B as well
as for the four former mentioned indices one can now argue that it holds for any u(2; 2j4)

















5 Yangian invariance at one loop
In this section we would like to demonstrate Yangian invariance of the quantum expectation
value of a generic smooth Maldacena-Wilson loop at the rst perturbative order.
At the one-loop level there is only one term contributing to the expectation value of
a Wilson loop: the Wilson loop must be expanded to two elds which are consequently














(A+ )(1) (A+ )(2): (5.1)
All eects of a non-abelian gauge group are irrelevant at this level, and we will eectively
assume an abelian gauge group.
The bi-local term of the Yangian action (2.44) already contains two instances of the









J(A+ )(1) J(A+ )(2)

: (5.2)
All higher powers of the elds are discarded for the one-loop/abelian expectation value,
and the eld strengths are eectively given by F ! Flin = dA. In the following we will
denote the linearized eld strength by F for simplicity.
5.1 Symmetry of the gauge propagator





Now we perform a \partial integration" on one of the constituent conformal generators, i.e.









A(1) JJA(2) : (5.4)
The conformal generator in the rst term acts on both elds and thus corresponds to a
symmetry action on an expectation value. Symmetry implies that the expectation value of
the physical degrees of freedom is zero, neglecting potential contact terms which are not
relevant here. However, one has to watch out because one of the elds is a gauge potential
which contains unphysical degrees of freedom. The latter are not constrained by conformal




A(1) JA(2) = d1B12 ; (5.5)
which should hold at the leading perturbative order. For the second term we use the graded
anti-symmetry of the conformal indices and apply the algebra relation (2.34)
f





























As in the argument towards cyclicity in section 2.7 both terms are zero; the former be-
cause the dual Coxeter number of the superconformal algebra is zero,15 the latter identity
was shown in section 4.4. Combining the results we nd C12 = d1B

12. Equivalently,
C12 =  d2B21. Altogether this implies that C12 is in fact the double derivative of some
function R12 bJ;bi
A(1)A(2) = d1d2R12: (5.7)
This relation can be independently checked through an explicit calculation at leading per-
turbative order, see section 5.3.
5.2 Symmetry of the Wilson loop
For the Maldacena-Wilson loop, we furthermore need the bi-local action on correlators
involving scalar elds hAi and hi. These follow from the above considerations by




dA(1)A(2) = d1d1d2R12 = 0: (5.8)
Consequently also,
bJ;bi
F(1)F(2) = 0; (5.9)bJ;bi
(1)A(2) = 0; (5.10)bJ;bi
(1) (2) = 0: (5.11)
Now we can, in principle, use the bi-local symmetry of the gauge elds (5.7) towards











d2R12j1=2  R00 +R00 =
Z
d2R12j1=2: (5.12)
This result is not zero, but all the bi-local and bulk-boundary contributions have gone
away. What remains is a local insertion which we could compensate by an appropriate
local contribution to the Yangian action. However, to show invariance is not as straight-
forward because the function R12 is in fact UV-divergent when the two points approach
each other. In the above derivation we have been careless w.r.t. this option, and we need
to repeat the derivation in the presence of a regulator. Before doing so, we should compute
the remainder functions R12.
5.3 Remainder functions
In the previous two sections we have argued that the only contribution to the remainder
termR12 comes from the correlator of the product of two gauge elds to which the respective
15In fact, for u(2; 2j4) the combination ff is not zero, but rather proportional to BC . However,

















bi-local level-one generator bJ;bi has been applied
bJ;bi
A(1)A(2) = f
JA(1) JA(2) = d1d2R12 : (5.13)
In this section we will determine all the remainder functions R12. For this we will rst ex-
plicitly compute the level-one momentum and the level-one hypercharge remainder function
and then determine the other remainder functions by algebra considerations. In principle,
it would be sucient to only compute the level-one hypercharge remainder function ex-
plicitly as all the other remainder terms can be derived from this one.16 However, since bP
is the more generic Yangian generator we will mainly focus on this one in the subsequent
discussion and in return shorten the level-one hypercharge discussion.
We start by rewriting the left-hand side of (5.13) in such a way that we can take
advantage of the fact that we already know the two-point function of the eld strength
two-form, see section 4.2. By plugging in the denition of JA (4.46), the left-hand side of
equation (5.13) becomes
bJ;bi
A(1)A(2) = f 
JcovXA1 EB1 Fcov1BA JcovXC2 ED2 Fcov2DC: (5.14)
Using the interior product notation that we have introduced in section 4.4 the former
expression can be rewritten as
bJ;bi
A(1)A(2) = f i[J1 ] i[J2] 
F(1)F(2) : (5.15)
By taking into account the decomposition of the eld strength F = F+ + F  we see that
computing the remainder term for bP;bi eectively amounts to calculating the following two














F+(1)F (2)  mixed-chiral contributions : (5.17)
Having computed these, the full result can be constructed by symmetry considerations.
Level-one momentum remainder function. The bi-local part of the level-one mo-
mentum generator bP can be written as combinations of the superconformal generators
P (bosonic translations), Q, Q (fermionic translations), L, L (rotations) and D
(dilatations)
bP;bi; _ = P; _ ^ L + P; _ ^ L _ _ + 2P; _ ^ D +Q;a ^ Qa _ : (5.18)
Here the action of a bi-local term (J ^ J0) is dened in analogy to (2.44) as 
J ^ J0
W =WJ A+ ; J0 A+   ( 1)jJjjJ0jWJ0 A+ ; J A+ : (5.19)
16Note that this statement does not hold for the level-one momentum remainder function as the level-one

















It turns out to be convenient to rewrite the expression for bP;bi by introducing the following
modied rotation generators





L0 _ _ = L
_







Using these denitions, the Yangian generator bP;bi can be rewritten as
bP;bi; _ = P; _ ^ L0 + P; _ ^ L0 _ _ +Q;a ^ Qa _ : (5.22)
From this equation we can now directly read o the double contraction operator (cf. (5.15))





































  iL01 iP2; _  iL01 _ _ iP2; _+ iQa1 _ iQ2;a ; (5.23)
where here and in the following the index  corresponds to the generator P _.
We start with the computation of the remainder term R12[P] by investigating the chiral
contributions, see (5.16). The relevant correlation function was computed in section 4.2

























By symmetry it is sucient to compute the action of the double contraction operator (5.23)






12)d. Note that the contraction operators i[: : :]
eectively just replace (modulo a sign) the corresponding exterior derivative d by the











































past the d1. Carrying out the remaining contractions and adding all the







F+(1)F+(2) = 0 : (5.26)
Let us now focus on the mixed-chiral contributions. The relevant two-point function
was also computed in section 4.2 and is given by















































































where we have left out the structure constant for brevity. Some useful formulas for com-















































The expression (5.28) obviously consists of two dierent terms: one term where both
generators act on the same piece of the mixed-chiral two-point function and another term
where the two generators act on dierent pieces. First we compute the term where both























For the second term of (5.28)





































































which is a total derivative with respect to points 1 and 2.
Given the results (5.26) and (5.36) the full result for the action of bP;bi on the correlator
















Now, using the property that the two exterior derivatives anti-commute as well as the

















is symmetric under exchange of points 1 and 2, we nd the following nal result for the
level-one momentum remainder term
R12[P _] = R
 +
12 [P _] R +21 [P _] ; (5.38)
where








A common feature of all the remainder functions is that they can be cast into the form (5.38).
For this reason we will from now on omit the second piece of (5.38) and only work with
the building blocks R +12 [J
].
Level-one hypercharge remainder function. In this subsection we compute the re-
mainder function R12 for the Yangian bonus symmetry generator
bB. The bi-local part of




Q;a ^ Sa   Qa _ ^ S _ a

(5.40)
and acts on the Wilson loop operator as dened in equation (5.19). From the last equation




























  iS _1 a iQa2 _ ; (5.41)
where here and throughout this subsection   B. As in the case of the level-one momentum
remainder function we will now apply this double contraction operator to the chiral and
mixed-chiral part of the eld strength two-point function.
Again the computations splits up into the chiral and mixed-chiral contributions. In
order to determine the chiral contributions to the level-one hypercharge remainder function







12)d. Using the representation of the generators in terms of





2] hF+(1)F+(2)i = 0 : (5.42)
Turning to the mixed-chiral contributions we recall the formula for the action of a














































As before, we will compute the two dierent terms of the former expression individually.













































































































From this result we can now read o the form of the essential building block R +12 [B] of the
level-one hypercharge remainder function, see (5.38). It reads













Other level-one remainder functions. Having computed the remainder functions
R12[P] and R12[B] we can now determine all the other remainder functions by applying the
appropriate superconformal transformations to one of them. This can be seen as follows.
Under the action of a superconformal generator J = JXA@A = JcovXADA the one-form
JA transforms by the Lie derivative. A short computation shows that J acts on JA by
transforming the eld as well as the conformal index
JJA =  JJA+ f  JA : (5.48)



























An important thing to note now is that the expression in the second line vanishes. This
is because the term in brackets represents a conformal variation of an object which is
invariant under linearized gauge transformations. Thus, using the supersymmetric Jacobi




























17Note that equation (5.50) can also be used to conrm the result of section 5.1, namely, that all the
level-one generators bJ;bi exclusively produce a double derivative term. For example, choosing   P and
  S in (5.50) and taking into account the result of section 5.3 as well as the fact that Jidi = diJi , we
learn that bQ;bi produces a double derivative term as well. By continuing this analysis we can thus conrm

















In fact, it turns out that if one excludes the level-one hypercharge remainder function the















































































However, instead of carrying out this analysis in detail we shall now present a more
powerful formalism to determine all remainder functions at once. For this we rst need to




1CA x+;T 2T 1 =






1CA  1  2 x  =
0B@  2  x 2T 4T  2Tx 
 x ;T  2x ;T x ;Tx 
1CA : (5.55)
It is not too hard to show (see appendix B) that these quantities transform homogeneously
under superconformal transformations (up to a rescaling). They are graded anti-symmetric
and also satisfy
(XX )AC  XABXBC = 0 and tr(X 1X2)  X 1ABX2;BA =  2(x +12 )2: (5.56)
In our conventions the North-West{South-East contraction is superconformal invariant.
To make the South-West{North-East contraction superconformal invariant we need to in-
troduce an extra sign, ( 1)jAjTAUA (see also footnote 6). For the same reason, we use
the notations trU  UAA if U has the rst index upper and the second index lower and




































Here J is the (2j4j2)  (2j4j2) representation of the generator J. This representation is
worked out in appendix B. The answer is
a P+ Q+   Q+!0 L0+ !0  L0+r0 R0+ S+   S+b K =
0B@ 2!0 2  2a2  2r0  2
 2b 2 2!0
1CA ; (5.58)
where R0 = R  B. See appendix B for more details.
This quantity transforms appropriately under superconformal transformations: [J1 +
J2 ; R12[J
 ]g = fR12[J ]. The extra rescaling which was present in the X and X trans-
formations cancels here between the numerator and the denominator while the logarithm
produces an additive constant which cancels between R +12 and R
 +
21 .
The quantity R +12 [J] dened above can be rewritten as











2 str(J ): (5.59)
The 2j4j2 row and column matrices above are equal to the twistorial quantities Z and Z
dened in appendix B.
Using eq. (5.59) we easily compute R[a  P] =  (2g2=2) tr(ax+ ; 121 ), which repro-
duces the result R +12 [P] =  (2g2=2)x+ ; 121 . Eq. (5.57) also reproduces the expression for
R +12 [B] in eq. (5.47), up to kinematics independent terms which cancel between R
 +
12 [B]
and R +21 [B]. For the generic element in eq. (5.58) we have



























































tr( 2!0) + tr(2r0) + tr(2!0) ; (5.60)
which reproduces all the results in eqs. (5.53). This concludes our discussion of the level-one
remainder functions.
5.4 Regularization
The above results on the concrete form of the remainder R show that the argument in
section 5.2 requires proper regularization and potentially renormalization as well. The
point is that R has a linear UV-divergence which leads to a quadratic divergence for the

































Figure 1. Integration domain in point splitting regularization. The left gure shows the shaded
integration domain for two ordered insertions into the Wilson loop. The colored stripe and corner
are removed by point splitting. The dotted line depicts how we split up the domain into two
convenient integration regions. The right gure illustrates an odd feature of the corner when
considering a Yangian level-one generator which acts with opposite signs on the two big triangles.
Here the upper corner is in the periodic continuation of the stripe in the lower triangle. Thus in
some sense regularization has the opposite eect on the removed stripe and triangle.
Divergence. Let us therefore restart the above calculation in point splitting regulariza-
tion where j1   2j > "(1) = "(2).18 The full integration domain 0 < 1 < 2 < 1 needs
to be adjusted not only where 1  2, but also at 1  0, 2  1 where both points
approach each other due to periodicity of the Wilson loop, see gure 1. We thus obtain for

























d (@2R)(   "; ) 
Z 1
1 "








d (@2R)(   "; ) 
Z 0
 "
d (@2R)( + "; ): (5.61)
Again, the bi-local terms have been integrated to a local term and some terms located at
the boundary. Note that the boundary terms do contribute non-trivially to the nal result;
gure 1 may be helpful in understanding this somewhat counter-intuitive feature: the
local term subtracts a particular (divergent) contribution from the integral. The boundary
term does the same, however, it resides in the periodic continuation of a region where the
Yangian level-one generator (eectively) acts with the opposite sign. Hence the natural
18We will not make further assumptions on the nature of ". The simplest choice would be to let the
coordinate  be proportional to the arc length of the curve and " = " be a constant cut-o parameter.
However, this choice can obscure some features of renormalization, and we therefore prefer to work with a

















extension of the local term to the boundary does not actually absorb the boundary term,
but rather reinforces it by a factor of 2.
Regularization. Let us now expand the contributing terms in the UV-limit " ! 0.19
We nd







(@2R)(;  + ") =   1
"2
R 1() +R1() +O("): (5.62)
Note that the constant term 12
_R 1() in the "-expansion of R(;  + ") follows from the
antisymmetry R(1; 2) =  R(2; 1). Inserting these expansions into the above Yangian












4 + 2 _"
"
R 1(0) +O("): (5.63)
Note that for a non-constant function " we have to rely on the relationship "(1) = "(2)
at the cut-o. This implies the two equivalent relations
"() = "( + "()); "() = "(   "()); (5.64)
which can be solved perturbatively as
" = "  " _"+ " _"2 + 1
2
"2"+O("4): (5.65)
Gladly, all the terms in the bi-local remainder (5.63) can be absorbed by an appropriate
regularization of the Yangian action on Wilson loops. As discussed in section 2.5, the




d(@2R)(   "; ): (5.66)
Note that this action maps an adjoint eld to a plain number. Ordinarily one would expect
that the gauge structure of the elds is preserved by the action of a symmetry. Nevertheless,
here we are in the planar limit where such a rule makes sense (just as the bi-local insertion
of the level-one generators). The above local action can be realized on the components of





(@2R)(   "; ): (5.67)
For the remaining boundary term in (5.63) we have to adjust the denition of the Yangian
action on the Wilson loop (2.41) by a boundary term
(bJW)" =W(bJA)"+ fWJA; JA"  N R(0; ") R(0; ")W: (5.68)
19Here and in the following it is permissible to consider " as a function of  and still treat it as an
expansion parameter, i.e. it approaches the constant function zero.
20Other regularization rules are conceivable which involve the fermionic components of the gauge eld or

















Such boundary terms are natural because the boundary is also involved in the regularization
of the Wilson loop.
Altogether Yangian symmetry of Wilson loops requires a 1="2 divergent local term,
a nite local term as well as a 1=" divergent boundary term as spelled out in (5.63).
The crucial point in favor of Yangian symmetry is that no bi-local and no bulk-boundary
counterterms are needed.
Level-one momentum. For concreteness, we continue with the level-one momentumbP for which R12[P] is given by (5.38) and (5.39). The expansion of this function near























from which the relevant functions R 1 and R1 can be read o easily.
A curious observation concerns reparametrization of the Wilson loop: the function
R 1[P] is covariant under a reparametrization  7! ()
R 1[P] 7! _ R 1[P]: (5.70)
Together with the transformation d 7! d _ of the measure d and the transformation
" 7! _ " of the cut-o ", the leading contribution d R 1[P]="2 to the integrand is invariant.






















multiplying the divergence term R 1. Given the singularity structure of the function R12,
the appearance of the Schwarzian derivative is natural. Due to this singularity we must
consider the transformation of " at higher orders in ". The exact transformation of " reads























The extra term multiplying R 1 cancels nicely with the transformation of R1, and thus
the local contributions are properly reparametrization-invariant. Moreover,



























6 Summary and conclusions
This work completes the symmetry investigations of the smooth Maldacena-Wilson loops
in N = 4 non-chiral superspace started in [13], where we proved global superconformal
and local kappa-symmetry of the loop along with establishing the nite result for the
vacuum expectation value at rst perturbative order for general paths. Here we have
investigated the Yangian symmetry of Wilson loops in detail and proved the existence of
this hidden symmetry at leading perturbative order. Let us briey summarize the key
results of this work.
The level-one generators of the Y [psu(2; 2j4)] Yangian acting on a Wilson line are
represented by a bi-local and a local piece. In order to dene the bi-local piece in a
gauge-covariant manner, we introduced gauge-covariant conformal generators J. These
act compositely on the gauge elds through a conformal transformation plus a compen-
sating gauge transformation. While the dierence to the standard conformal action J
disappears on the vacuum expectation value of a Wilson loop, it does make a crucial dier-
ence for the bi-local part of the Yangian level-one generator bJ where it implements gauge
covariance. The local piece of the Yangian level-one generators on the other hand arises
from the need to cancel the UV-divergences induced by the action of the bi-local piece in
the coincidence limit. We worked out the Yangian invariance at the leading perturbative
order in detail in the presence of a point splitting regulator. The form of the local terms
was explicitly determined. Moreover, we demonstrated the closure of the level-one alge-
bra and the compatibility of Yangian symmetry with kappa-symmetry. We did not verify
the Serre relations for our realization of the Yangian symmetry. However, these relations
merely serve to make the algebra smaller. If for some reason they should not hold, the
symmetry algebra of the smooth Wilson loops would not be a Yangian, but it would in
fact be much bigger. Clarifying this is left to future work.
In fact, we did observe that there is an additional Yangian symmetry, namely the level-
one hypercharge, which belongs to Y [u(2; 2j4)] rather than Y [psu(2; 2j4)]. This symmetry
has been observed before in similar situations [15, 16], and the derivations are analogous
to the other level-one generators with minor additional complications.
While we strove to keep the discussion as generic as possible, importantly we saw
that the consistency of the Yangian symmetry crucially depended on two properties of the
underlying gauge theory: rstly, the vanishing of the dual Coxeter number of the underlying
superconformal symmetry algebra, secondly the existence of a technical G-identity related
to the contraction of the eld strength two-form with conformal vector elds. Both are
fullled by N = 4 super Yang-Mills theory and tightly constrain the models to which
integrability can possibly apply.
Finally, we would like to stress that at the leading perturbative order the bi-local action





 d1d2R12 ; (6.1)
not necessarily to be inserted into a Wilson loop. Here R12 is the remainder function giving






















 d1Q12 + d2Q21: (6.2)
While the level-zero transformations provide only one total derivative, both derivatives
in the level-one action are required for Yangian invariance of the Wilson loop. The rela-
tion (6.1) might be of future use.
A useful point to mention at the end of our study concerns UV-niteness: we focused
on the special case of kappa-symmetric Maldacena-Wilson loops in order to avoid UV-
regularization which might obscure the symmetries. Our derivations and results, however,
turn out to be independent of this assumption. Whether or not the Wilson loop is kappa-
symmetric, the bi-local insertion of the Yangian level-one generators are UV-divergent
and require regularization. Renormalization of the Yangian action removes the undesired
terms and makes the Yangian become a symmetry. Thus our result in fact applies to the
larger class of generic smooth Wilson loops (1.2) whose couplings qi to the scalars are
unconstrained.
In this paper we only discussed a single Wilson loop. What can we say about Yangian
symmetry of the expectation value of a product of two Wilson loops, htrW1 trW2i? At
leading order in 1=N the expectation value factorizes into the leading orders of the ex-
pectation values of the individual Wilson loops. There is nothing new to be learned here.
The rst sub-leading terms in the 1=N expansion are either connected or disconnected.
The disconnected terms are non-planar, and Yangian symmetry is most likely spoiled. In
any case, this result again follows from a single Wilson loop. The connected term has the
large-N topology of an annulus. As such it is analogous to the planar two-point function
of single trace operators for which integrability made a big dierence. This connected term
is still expected to be constrained by the center of the Yangian, as explained in ref. [37].
This point deserves further study.
The general smooth super Wilson loop depends on an innite number of bosonic and
fermionic variables. In order to employ the uncovered hidden symmetries towards nding
the exact expression for the vacuum expectation value of such operators, it is wise to look
at special types of contours depending on a nite number of variables while preserving
the smoothness of the curve. In [13] we proposed spline-shaped Wilson loops composed of
piecewise-quadratic contours joined in a way ensuring UV-niteness at the rst perturbative
order. It would be equally interesting to study situations where UV-singularities arise,
namely corners, light-like points or segments as well as self-intersections. These may or
may not lead to anomalies or violations of Yangian symmetry. It would be interesting
to study such simple super Wilson loops and particular situations thereby putting the
uncovered integrability to test and to work.
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A Conventions and notations
We use the following notations
 4d vector indices: , ; ; : : : = 0; : : : ; 3
 4d left spinor indices: , ; ; : : : = 1; 2
 4d right spinor indices: _, _; _; : : : = _1; _2
 6d vector indices: i, j; k; : : : = 1; : : : ; 6
 6d spinor indices: a, b; c; : : : = 1; : : : ; 4
 4d N = 4 non-chiral superspace: fx; a;  _ag
 4d N = 4 super connections and scalar supereld: Acov , Acova , Acov a _ and i or ab
 4d super-momentum: p = _x +  _   _
 Scalar coupling: qi = nippp with qiqi = pp and nini = 1
 Gauge coupling constant: g
 N is the rank of the U(N) gauge group.
We use the mostly minus signature. The four-dimensional Pauli matrices are given by

















They satisfy the usual algebra
 +  = 2 ;  +  = 2 : (A.2)
Here is a list of notations we use for the generators of the superconformal algebra and
its Yangian:
 J an abstract generator of the superconformal algebra,
 J the (2j4j2) (2j4j2) matrix representation,

















 bJ the level-one Yangian generator corresponding to J,
 J a representation of J on the elds,
 bJ the level-one Yangian generator corresponding to J,
 J a dierent representation of J on the elds. This maps elds to gauge-covariant
elds. It diers from the other representation J by a gauge transformation.
 bJ the level-one Yangian corresponding to J,






1CA ; Z =  1  2 x  : (B.1)
We have ZZ = 0. A superconformal transformation determined by a (2j4j2)  (2j4j2)
supermatrix u, acts on the Z and Z as follows
Z = uZ + Z; Z =  Zu+ Z; (B.2)
where ,  are 2 2 matrices. Due to these compensating transformations parameterized
by , , the action of the central charge in u(2; 2j4) is not well dened. Notice also that
the transformations in eq. (B.2) preserve the constraint Z  Z = 0.
A generic element of the super-algebra is represented by the matrix
a P+ Q+   Q+!0 L0+ !0  L0+r0 R0+ S+   S+b K =
0B@ 2!0 2  2a2  2r0  2
 2b 2 2!0
1CA : (B.3)
The action of the supermatrix u yields transformations for the superspace coordinates
(x; ; ), which can be expressed as dierential operators. This implies the following rep-
resentation as dierential operators
a  P =  a  @x; (B.4a)
  Q =    @  
 

  @x; (B.4b)
  Q = ()  @x     @; (B.4c)
!0  L0 =    !0x  @x   2  !0  @; (B.4d)
!0  L0 =  (x!0)  @x   2(!0)  @; (B.4e)
r0  R0 =  2(r0)  @ + 2(r0)  @; (B.4f)
  S =  (x+)  @x   4()  @ + (x )  @; (B.4g)
  S =  x   @x + 4    @ + (x+)  @; (B.4h)
b  K = 1
2
(x+bx+ + x bx )  @x + 2
 
x b

















where we used the notations a  @x = a _@ _,   @ = a@a,   @ =  _a @a _, etc. We
emphasize that these generators only reproduce the action of the superconformal group
on the coordinates (x; ; ); the action on the coordinates q is not contained in these
expressions.
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